
Hello loyal Trail of Fear and Trail of Cheer followers!  

As our season approaches, we are excited to roll out some new features of our all new attractions! We are continuing to monitor 

and take extra measures this year in response to the ongoing COVID-19 and Monkeypox situation. Our commitment to the safety of 

customers and staff has not changed!  We will continue to do our best to monitor the situation to ensure our guests have a safe and 

positive experience at all our events.   

SAFETY: 

- If you feel it necessary to wear a mask in public, please continue to do so.  We are still suggesting customers to wear masks when 
inside any attraction at the Trail of Fear Haunted Scream Park or Trail of Cheer attractions and walkways. 

- Please try and maintain 6’-8’ distances between your group and others.  Masks are not required but are strongly recommended if 
you feel the need to wear a mask.  

- Hand sanitizing stations are available in areas throughout the Trail of Fear Scream Park and Trail of Cheer and will be available for 
customer use.  

- If you are sick or have any symptoms of concern, please do not visit the Trail of Fear/Trail of Cheer until your symptoms have been 
clear for 72 hours.  

- Your temperature may be taken.  If your temperature is above 100 degrees, you will not be allowed to enter the Trail of Fear or Trail 
of Cheer. 

- We monitor CDC requirements and receive daily updates from the Oklahoma State Health Department and will continue to follow all 

guidelines as required.  

- When in each attraction queue line please observe and follow the social distance if required to do so. 

- A Contingency and Safety Plan has been developed and will be used should public health conditions warrant emergency efforts.  

We are doing our best to remain flexible during these times, and request that you do the same. We expect that while things may be 

different, we are passionately dedicated to you, and our community, and to keeping everyone safe. We cannot wait to see you soon 

and look forward to a fantastic season! Thanks for your loyal dedication, and the many messages asking when we will open. We are 

committed to staff and guest safety and excited to show everyone all our changes.  

 

Thank you for your continued support, 

The Trail of Fear and Trail of Cheer 

 


